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Shobha De is a widely known outspoken journalist and best-selling Indian writer. Her 

explosive autobiography, Selective Memory: Stories from My Life reveals her true self 

behind the public personality.  She candidly writes about the choices she made, decisions she 

took, and the influences that shaped her. It is amazing for the openness with which it 

captures the essence of a fascinating woman who has become a legend in her 

own time.

This article analyses Shobha De’s selective memory from the point of view of 

autobiographical empowerment, that is, the idea of writing as a means of regaining control 

over one’s life. The language of literature enables female authors to omit obstacles and 

constraints imposed by phallogocentric world, gives an opportunity to liberate their creative 

potential, and regain the capacity for unlimited expression. It is interesting to study, how 

these incessant unequal power relations between men and women are protested, argued, 

revolted, changed and justified by women writers through their characters. 
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Feminism is a political, social and cultural movement which gives a considerable significance 
to “text” as a vehicle for carrying the ideas, beliefs, assumptions, desires and wishes of its 
author.  It is a weapon in the hands of writers who battle for the equality of women. 

A text can be any of wide variety of literary creations such as articles, manifestos, memoirs,
poems, novels, diaries.  For the women born into a male chauvinistic world, writing enables 
and empowers them to go beyond the limitations imposed by the masculine dominance and to 
free themselves from the chains and express their inner thoughts, ideas and feelings.  While 
each of these creations has its constraints, autobiography gives authority to its author.  To 
simplify, it empowers a feminist author by way of its free expression.

Autobiography is one of many forms in which a writer communicates of himself [or herself]
and the events of his [or her] personal experiences to the audience. (1) 

A female autobiography is the one through which the female protagonist records its personal 
development as well as issues it handled which are specific to women in society.  Baisnée, 
Valérie states that, 

“The autobiography situated at the border between public and private 
discourse, and in which the present perspective mixes with that of the 
past, enables a registration of changes at both individual and social 
levels”(2) 

Autobiography is a powerful device for recording memories. In her 1974 essay the Laugh of 
Medusa, Cixous suggests that laughter, sex and writing may have liberating effects. It must 
be acknowledged that writing generally helps in the consolidation of patriarchal power, so 
Cixous recommends Ecriture feminine, a female or feminine writing which will outlive, the 
constraints posed by masculine system. 

“It is impossible to define a feminine practice of writing. It does and 
will take place in areas other than those subordinated to philosophic-
theoretical domination.   It will be conceived of only by subjects who 
are breakers of automatisms, by peripheral figures that an authority can 
ever subjugate.”(3) 

Hence, it is said an autobiography empowers a feminist writer through which she can express 
freely and impact considerable audiences, specifically women.

“Literary text is not in the first place the product of an individual 
author, but rather than product of a much larger culture that speaks 
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through the writer and that conveys political messages that the writer 
may be completely unaware of.” (4)

Feminism presumes that it gives voice   for all women irrespective of culture, caste, class, 
religion, and race. Since the mid-1960s women writers, drawing on their personal 
experiences, have increasingly brought female sexuality, female anguish child birth, 
mothering, rape and other specifically female themes into their work. A feminist encounters 
the subjugation propagated by binary division in phallocentric world. Foucault states, “A real 
subjugation is born mechanically from a fictitious relation.”(5)

Feminist criticism makes a detailed analysis of gender roles. The word feminine, is a cultural 
construction and a role that is assigned to generation of women.  It holds true to not only 
masculinity and males but also homosexuals.  A thorough revision of gender roles seemed the 
most effective way of changing the power relations between men and men.

Women were denied opportunities to grow intellectually; they were even not supported in 
academic circles that confirmed them to kitchen. Women refrained from the sphere of 
imagination and fantasy for decades and took to household chores, working hard from dawn 
to dusk, and never were paid a penny nor were empathised.  Women were rather forced to be 
at the service of men buttressing their glory and achievements. Ashraf Behan is the first 
woman who earned through the art of writing. Virginia Wolf says,  

“All women together ought to let flowers fall upon the tomb of Aphra Behn, 
for it was she who earned them the right to speak their minds.” (6) 

Elaine Showalter delineates woman as a writer – producer of her own text, in her own 
language, by her own thoughts which are combined by her own feelings and reactions. She 
uses the term ‘gynocritics’ which is derived from the French word ‘la gynocritique’. She 
applies it to mean woman as a writer and critic,

 “…woman as a writer – with woman as the producer of textual meaning,
history, themes, genres, and structures of literature by women. Its subjects 
include the psychodynamics of female creativity, linguistics and the problem 
of a female language...” (7) 

The autobiography depicts the hidden form of self, and it is expected of the writer to speak 
the real self. It is significant to study if the lady-autobiographer reveals the inner thoughts and 
ideas. A woman’s autobiography is more often revolves around her family and relations,
where as a man’s story is mostly concerned with his success and achievement in life.
Nevertheless, twentieth century came up with a set of women writers, such as Shobha De,
who is no longer passive and submissive, but daring, dashing, and intellectually progressive
and innovative in their writings.  
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Shobha De, the prominent and cosmopolitan woman writer in English literature known for 
her flamboyant feminist approaches is a best seller. She is a pioneer in the world of popular 
fiction ranks the first to explore the ecstasies and vicissitudes of the urban woman. She 
portrays the sensitive aspect of human life in an extraordinary way, through her wonderful 
narrating prowess, of human aspects of life with frankness, precision and with an open heart.  

When compared to contemporary women writers, De is really special. She gave much 
significance to women’s issues which are dealt with psychology in a way of understanding 
unique to her. She hails the new Indian woman, ready to defy the organized moral 
institutional orthodoxy of the Indian society, searching for identity in her own unique way. 
Her feminine characters break the manacles of traditions and customs that tie them in the 
predicaments and rule in their freedoms and rights. They are not entirely against the social 
system but refuse to accept it as it is. This confirms her place as a feminist.

Selective Memory: Stories from My Life (1998) serves as a source to understand the intimate 
details of Shobha De’s life. Though De cannot unveil all the secrets of her life, she has 
focussed on the image of herself, by cleverly delineating the incidents and accidents without 
destroying the finer qualities of an Indian woman. 

Autobiography is a literature of personal revelation and its success lies in conscious or 
unconscious self-portrayal by the author. According to Andre Maurois, 

“Best autobiographies are those, which expose the inner journey of the 
self and depict the inner struggles of the person. It establishes a
coherent and individual identity of the person.” (8)  

Shobha De in a confessional manner has given a true account of her childhood days, 
adulthood as model, and her career as an editor. She has provided brief and sensitive details 
of her family, particularly her father. She has narrated number of incidents of her life for 
example as a youngster, and she was a rebel and always did things against the normal 
traditional way. As she writes in her memoir,

“I must have created many problems for my parents as an adolescent. 
Journalists often asked me whether I was a rebel?’’ (9) 

She describes her journey from being a middle class girl with a lot of aspiration in life to 
best-selling author as ‘exciting’. The lady, who has depicted women as epitomes of power, 
liberty and beauty in her books, says, “There should be no word like ‘Compromise’ in the 
dictionary of women.”(headlinesindia.com) 

As an editor, when she has made up her mind to depart with Nari Hira and to start Society, it
was a challenging task for her as she has shared her experience in’ Selective Memories.’ As 
she states in her memoir,
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“The first thing to get right was the cover story, always the bane 
editors in search of the right subject. International reach on the matter 
had shown that woman sold better than men, photographs better than 
illustrations and babies best all.’’ (10) 

Further, she narrates her mental conflict of ‘To Be or Not’ with her magazine ‘Society.’ She 
narrates her story prior to publication of’ Society. She was confused and admits,

“while I was enjoying’ society’ editing enormously, one side of me 
was acting up,’ listen you can do its own your own. Why work for 
somebody else? Goon, flout your own magazine. Do it now.’’ (11) 

The failure to run the magazine and the broken marriage disturbed her too much and her 
conscience her womanhood and at one point she thought about identity crisis of her life as 
she writes, 

“I had never been in such a situation before. Nothing, but nothing-was 
going right financially or emotionally. My marriage was breaking up.
The magazine I started ‘Celebrity’, was facing all sorts of problems. 
For the first time in my adult life, I felt alone, alienated and 
isolated.’’(12) 

Shobha De with her cosmopolitan background represents the affluent class of writers in the 
Indian English literature. Shobha De says that her father created an environment of restriction 
under guise of self- discipline persons. As regarding, the narratives by the women writers 
Estelle, C., has her own views,

“Women’s self- image is projected by the very means used to 
distance or detach themselves. In their life stories, a variety of 
forms of understatement in place of growing narratives, women 
tend to write in a straight forward and objective manner about 
both their girlhood and adult experiences.’’(13) 

Similarly, in case of Shobha De writing articles doing editing at a magazine was an 
occupation and hobby as a freelancer. Writing novels is a new experience for her, as she has 
not experimented with this form of writing. Similarly when she has made up her mind to 
write her memoir she was not sure about the accuracy and adoption of this memoir writing. 

Shobha De has had unhappy and troublesome marriage life. She could survive with the social 
custom of marriage. Due to her firmness, she could survive her family life. She has refused to 
bow down as ordinary homemakers against oppression and patriarchal orders. 

The spirit of secularism instilled in her writings. She spoke for and stood with strict 
discipline. She has proved herself as secular in her approach to all the religions of the 
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country. De has maintained her secular character by detaching herself from any favour or bias 
feelings towards any group or community as a journalist and novelist.

Shobha De is one of the most prominent writers in this genre to bring into light the 
underworld of woman’s psyche. With her writings, De throws light upon the vicious life of 
urban glitz and glamour. When critics call her as Jackie Collins of India, De blurts out in one 
of her interviews with Sumaya Samara Singhe as:

“It was a lazy tag thrust on me by Anthony Spaeth for a profile he had written 
in Time magazine. He had over focussed on the glamour angle and the tag 
stuck!” (14).

In a way, she implies that her novels have more than glamour elements. Unfortunately, critics 
highlight only glamour aspect at the expense of more serious issues of women she deals with. 
Narendra Kumar Neb in his article, “Shobha De: To Read or Not to Read” observes:  

“The critics who reject De’s fiction for being popular fiction fail to understand 
the fact that popular fiction has its own value. It doesn’t remain limited to 
specific history of a particular period but forms a dynamic part of the history 
of that period. Popular fiction articulates the tensions and contradictions 
within the society giving them popular expression.” (15) 

“De's treatment of female sexuality gives the impression that she propagates 
free sex and macho female behaviour as a means of women's 
emancipation.”(16)

Shobha De’s keen surveillance of woman’s condition in the post-modern world explores the 
turbulent territory of women’s psyche with identity crisis. She finds that the educated urban 
woman in India believes change in her concept of life towards family and society. This belief 
later brings out internal and outer conflicts and moral dilemmas affecting her psychic 
conditions. She always fights against the cultural barriers, which curb her freedom to enjoy 
her own life. The urban woman does not want to be a docile spouse to her male partner. 
When her views are not respected in the name of marriage, she is ready to challenge men 
without any fear and confusion.  

Shobha De depicts modern, educated, career-oriented upper class women who are delicate to 
eternal changing times and situations. Her women are aware of cultural shortcomings to 
which they are subjected to in this patriarchal society. They rebel against their men seeking 
considerable identity and unlimited freedom. They are trapped in a conflict between personal 
aspirations and social demands. Her women do not accept to be labelled as objects of 
gratification. They challenge their victimization and find a solace redefining their own 
morals. Their idea of freedom is borrowed from the west because the urban woman in India 
today is matched with the woman from the west. They refuse to become a male appendix and 
want to have a significant role in the society.  
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Shobha De’s narration arrests the attention of the readers readily because of her bold stance 
in sticking to a voice and style; she adopts to unfold the concealed realities of the urban 
milieu. She wants to explore the hypocritical nature of human beings in Indian cities. She 
writes in a medium of ‘Hinglish’ which is a mixture of Hindi and English words in her 
description of novels. Her prolific work ethic and her unmatched commitment make critics 
probe into her fiction. 

Writing is also more than subversive - it goes beyond an ideological masculinity and 
abolishes the “Institution” of male writing. It is more than a woman’s attempt to free her 
forces through the process of narrative creation. 

Writing has become a tool to link the gap or break the silence in which women, both as 
gendered beings and authors are situated.  Writing may actually contribute to making the 
female voice heard (16).  The production of a text may involve a feeling of pleasure 
jouissance. It may also serve as a way to escape the overpowering attitude of the 
phallocentric world dominated and determined by men’s laws.  Its success lies where the 
author is able to overcome “[the]anxiety of authorship’ - a radical fear that she cannot create, 
that because she can never become a precursor, the act of writing will isolate or destroy 
her”(17). 

Selective Memory: Stories from My Life as a text pushes the limits of female writing, and 
their protagonist resists fixed identity categories. However, this is not enough to acquire the 
label of feminist text, but definitely sufficient to merit acclaim.
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